MVPA members,
The Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles has formally responded to
questions and concerns regarding Technical Advisory RS/TL16-022. Their responses are
copied below in red. In summary, an MV owner may still title and register an MV with a
normal title and normal tag/registration paying an annual recurring renewal fee without
the parade, exhibition, public display restriction. If the MV owner wants the "Former
Military Vehicle" tag without an annual renewal fee, then the title would be "branded as a
"Former Military Vehicle", require a DMV inspection, and would have the parade,
exhibition, public display restriction.
The most effected by the new directive would be Humvee owners with federal government
Form 97's with "For Off Road Use Only" restrictions. Those owners would only have the
option of receiving a branded "Former Military Vehicle" title and be restricted to parade,
exhibition or public display. The DMV indicated they would be researching Humvee
registrations to recall and correct any vehicles improperly issued a title/tag which had a
Form 97 "Off Road Use Only."
Hope this information is helpful.
Thank you,
Kevin
Kevin Vislocky
850-510-8651
vislocky@att.net
Mr. Vislocky,

DMV Technical Advisory RS/TL16-022 was issued primarily to address former military vehicles
designated as “off road only” and the method/requirements for those specific vehicles to obtain
a former military vehicle plate. As demonstrated in the responses to your questions below the
procedural changes made should have little impact on other former military vehicles. Please feel free to
contact me if any additional questions arise.

1. Is it mandatory that all former military vehicles be "branded" on the Florida vehicle title as
a "Former Military Vehicle"?
No, as long as the vehicle is legal to be operated on public roads the brand is not required.
However, the brand is required for issuance of the “Former Military Vehicle” plate.
2. Is it mandatory that a former military vehicle receive a "Former Military Vehicle" tag or may
the owner request a standard annual renewal tag without the parade, exhibition, public display,
etc. restrictions?

If the former military vehicle has been designated as “off road use only” it can only be issued a
Former Military Vehicle plate which restricts it’s use to parade, exhibition, or public display. If
the former military vehicle is not designated as “off road use only” it can be issued any plate
which is allowed for that vehicle.
3. Will vehicles titled and registered previously with a standard title and standard annual renewal
tag registration (non-antique) be "grandfathered" in to maintain that status or will they be
required to be re-titled as "branded" and mandated to obtain a "Former Military Vehicle" tag?
If a review by the department reveals the original documentation submitted to obtain the title was
designated as “off road use only” the current title and registration will be recalled and a new title
with the brand “Former Military Vehicle – Restricted Use” will be issued at no fee. If the
vehicle meets the requirement for a license plate the Former Military plate will be issued.
4. Being that the Directive mandates a DMV regional office inspection of the vehicle prior to
title and registration, will it be necessary for vehicle owners to tow or trailer their vehicles to a
DMS Regional Office, possibly many miles from their residence location, to be inspected or will
a DMV agent be made available to travel to the location of the vehicle for inspection?
The vehicle will be inspected at the DMS Regional Office. Inspections at locations other than the
regional office are at the discretion of the Regional Administrator based on workload and staff
availability.
5. What inspection guidelines will be available for the vehicle owner to determine if the former
military vehicle has been maintained with its original military design and markings? This is an
area of concern in that there are no consistent marking standards among military vehicles based
upon year of service, theater of service or branch of service. This leaves the vehicle inspection
open to potential arbitrary opinion without factual standards or guidance for the vehicle owner.
The Compliance Examiner will be looking for upgrades to the vehicle that would not have been a
part of the original design. Examples are: Wheels, steering wheel, radios, new seats, tail pipes,
those items that are easy to recognize as not part of the original vehicle. Vehicles painted colors
that are not recognized as those commonly used by the military, reds, yellow, blues,
etc. Wording or signage added to the vehicle not representative of military markings.
6. Regarding vehicle markings, may the owner of the former military vehicle utilize a "wrap" on
the vehicle if it is consistent with a military theme? Please see the attached pictures as an
example.
No, a wrap by its nature is not permanent and not in standard military use.
7. Will the owner of a former military vehicle which has a "branded" title and former military
vehicle registration and tag be in violation of the law if the vehicle is driven for purposes other
than parade, exhibition, public display, i.e. driven on the roadway to be refueled, driven on the
roadway to a maintenance facility or driven on the roadway for purposes of traveling to a parade,
exhibition, public display, type event.

The use is restricted to parade, exhibition, or public display, if the vehicle is used for purposes
other than those specified, it would be the responsibility of law enforcement to determine if a
violation is/was occurring.
8. May an owner of a former military vehicle with a "branded" title and former military vehicle
registration/tag use this vehicle in exigent circumstances to assist local government in response
to a natural or man-made disaster situations or would they be in violation of parade, exhibition,
public display, etc. restrictions? Many former military vehicles have unique capabilities for
transportation of people, cargo, etc. and capabilities of operating in high waters or over rough
terrain. Owners of these vehicles often offer assistance with these vehicles to local government.
That determination is left to local law enforcement.
Palmer Brand, CPM
Program Manager, Bureau of Dealer Services
Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
(850)617-3171

On 9/28/2016 8:13 PM, Kevin Vislocky wrote:
MVPA (Florida) Members,
To bring everyone up to date, I made the trip to the DMV Regional Office in Tallahassee with
my current title, insurance card, etc. and requested a tag and registration for the Gama
Goat. After additional discussion regarding the new directive, I was advised that an agent would
have to first inspect the vehicle. Note - a law enforcement officer had already inspected the
vehicle to verify the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) needed for obtaining the title.
I requested an agent come to me rather than trailer the Gama Goat to the Regional Office. The
DMV sent an agent the following week out to my residence to inspect the Gama Goat. The
agent viewed the Gama Goat and took pictures of the interior and exterior of the vehicle to
include the data plates. The agent advised that the DMV was still trying to work out the details
of how the new directive would be applied. The agent advised that her office would be back in
touch with me. I supplied the agent with several questions that needed to be answered to include
(1) - Would previously titled/registered military vehicles be "grandfathered" in or would the
titles/registrations be rescinded or modified? (2) Under the new directive, can an owner of a
vehicle drive the vehicle for purposes of maintenance, getting fuel, run an errand, etc. or would
they be in violation of the new directive subject to a fine or citation?, (3) What constitutes
original military markings and how would the DMV verify the markings were accurate or
correct? (4) Would a vehicle that had been repainted and non-military service markings applied,
be ineligible for registration? (The reason I asked this question is I have an M725 ambulance
which has a "skin" of the Iwa Jima flag raising on one side of the ambulance and a "skin" of

Marines in dress uniform on the other side, see attached pictures. Note - the vehicle will receive
new paint and removal of the prior owners commercial markings) (5) How would previously
titled/registered Humvees be treated in light of the new "Off Road Use Only" restriction? The
agent promised these questions would be answered in writing. I also supplied the agent with
copies of all the title, ownership, insurance, etc. paperwork for the Gama Goat.
Today, I was invited to come to the DMV Regional Office as they had "processed" my
registration request. Upon arrival, I was provided with a new revised title which is now branded
as "Former Military", a Florida Vehicle Registration with no expiration date (which means it
does not need to be renewed annually and no additional fees), and a license tag marked as
"Former Military Vehicle, Restricted Use Only". I was charged $43.30 for this. I was not
charged for the revised title since I had already paid for the original title.
It was emphasized again that the vehicle was restricted to use in exhibitions, parades or public
display only. The agent advised that my questions were still being addressed and that after a
final review, a written response would be sent to me.
So at this point, the Gama Goat is now legal for use in exhibitions, parades and public display
but for no other purpose. When I receive the written response from DMV regarding my
questions, I will share this with the membership.
Thank you,
Kevin
Kevin Vislocky
850-510-8651
vislocky@att.net

On 9/9/2016 9:18 PM, Kevin Vislocky wrote:
MVPA (Florida) members,
Today I went to my local tag office in Quincy, Florida to register and obtain a license tag for a
newly acquired M561 Gama Goat. I had the Florida title in hand. I was greeted first with
a great deal of confusion by the clerk as to how to "register" a prior military vehicle using the
"Antique" plate provisions. A supervisor was summoned and after additional discussion, the
supervisor left the room and came back with a "Technical Advisory" which was issued on
August 26. I have attached a copy of the document. The short story is this directive document
apparently came about due to the Humvee's currently being released by the government with
restricted Form 97's "For Off Road Use Only". Apparently some folks out there have attempted
to register the M998 Humvees for street use circumventing the Form 97 restriction.
The Division of Motorist Services has apparently taken steps to restrict the Humvees from
obtaining registrations/tags. However, in the process it appears they have broadened the sweep

of this directive to include all former military vehicles. They are placing restrictions that the
vehicles can only be used for exhibitions, parades or public display. The supervisor was unable
to advise if this new directive would impact former military vehicles previously
registered/tagged prior to this directive.
In any case, I was not able to obtain a registration/tag for the Gama Goat and was directed to go
to the main Regional office in Tallahassee, which is apparently the only office in our region now
authorized to grant former military vehicles a title/registration/tag. Also, there appears to be a
mandatory inspection of the vehicle required to confirm the vehicle is still in military
configuration. I will hopefully find out more on Monday when I go to the Regional Office.
I am not an attorney, but this new directive appears as if it will have a significant impact on our
hobby and how the vehicles may be used. It would appear that an individual would be restricted
to using the former military vehicle strictly for exhibition purposes. I don't know how the use of
the vehicle driving it for an oil change, or maintenance, or for an errand will be considered.
Hopefully, current registered and tagged vehicles will be grandfathered in as exempt by this new
directive.
I hope this information will spark questions directed from our MVPA officers to the DMV folks
as to how this directive will affect us and if we have any recourse or options if this truly impacts
our use of the vehicles.
Thank you,
Kevin
Kevin Vislocky
850-510-8651

